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WE ARE HIRING // F&B OFFICE COORDINATOR // WE ARE HIRING 

 

 

Ready to start something new? 

How would you like to be the back bone of our vibrant F&B team? We are rebranding and expanding our F&B concept 

at Park Hotel and are looking for the spider to our web! 

Are you that enthusiastic and well organized asset to our team, who aims to make our lives better?  Do you get a kick 

out of applying structure and is organized your middle name? Then we need you! 

 

What do you bring to the table? 

You are our light in the darkness concerning any and all administrative tasks. You keep track of our departments’ time 

and attendance system and handle all general incoming and outgoing F&B correspondence. You know your way around 

Microsoft Office and know how to organize a water proof filing system. You speak English fluently and are at least 

proficient in Dutch, clear communication is your forte.  And you love the hospitality industry. In a nutshell, you ensure 

the smooth operation of the F&B administration office and assist F&B management where needed. And you’re a rock 

star. That too. Obviously…  

 

What do we offer? 

 A challenging position in a growing organization; 

 Personal growth opportunities within the concept and the organization; 

 Employee discount at our domestic & foreign hotels and restaurants from Europe Hotels Private Collection 

and The Entourage Group; 

 An in-house experience in our amazing hotel; 

 A membership to our staff society for incredible events; 

 Corporate fitness; 

 And more to be unveiled! 

 

Park Hotel offers excellent primary- and secondary working conditions (market conformity), training- and development 

program, travel allowance, collectivity discount on health insurance, business fitness and employee discounts in the 

Netherlands and abroad. 

 

Park Hotel is part of Europe Hotels Private Collection (EHPC); an independent hotel company based in Amsterdam and 

founded by entrepreneur Liran Wizman. EHPC has been transforming the boutique hospitality scene across Europe by 

creating locally inspired concepts and brands in dynamic locations, bringing an artful touch and fresh energy to the 

neighborhoods in which they operate. EHPC manages a portfolio of individually designed hotels including the 

contemporary design-led lifestyle brand Sir hotels with hotels in Amsterdam, Berlin, Hamburg and Ibiza, the Park 

Hotel in Amsterdam, the Park Hotel in The Hague, as well as Max Brown Hotels in Amsterdam, Berlin and Düsseldorf. 

Additionally, the EHPC collection includes a concept store, X BANK and handles asset management for W Amsterdam 

by Marriott International. 

 


